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Abstract� Interactive evolutionary algorithms 	IEAs
 are special cases
of interactive optimization methods� Potential applications range from
multicriteria optimization to the support of rapid prototyping in the
�eld of design� In order to provide a theoretical framework to analyze
such evolutionary methods� the IEAs are formalized as stochastic Mealy
automata� The potential impacts of such a formalization are discussed�

� Introduction

The idea of interactive optimization in the �eld of multicriteria optimization can
be traced back at least to the early ����s ��	 and it was developed constantly
ever since
 The type of interaction between user and optimization algorithmmay
be very di�erent and its actual realization touches many questions ranging from
computer graphics ��	 to psychological matters �	

The typical situation leading to multicriteria optimization problems arises

when the goals of the decision maker are con�icting
 The plain approach to
aggregate a vector�valued objective function F � Xn � IRm �m � �� into a
scalar�valued objective function f � Xn � IR via f�x� � w�F �x� with some
weight vector w � IRm introduces a not negligible degree of uncertainty for the
decision maker whether the chosen weights do re�ect the importance of each
original goal appropriately
 In fact� as soon as a speci�c weight vector has been
chosen� the original decision space is considerably and prematurely cut down
before enough information could be gathered that might justify such a reduction

As a consequence� a huge number of potential good decisions are precluded a

priori

Interactive optimization may o�er a remedy� The weights and other param�

eters are not �xed in advance and the decision maker interacts with the opti�
mization algorithm in order to guide the optimization process in such a way
as to keep the �man�in�the�loop�� using the decision maker to make judgments
regarding the weights� certain complex constraints and tradeo�s
 Evolutionary
algorithms �EAs� enriched with visualizing and interactive components can be
designed and used for this purpose ��	

Another �eld of application of interactive evolutionary algorithms �IEAs� is

opened when the objectives are not explicitly identi�able and�or not quanti��
able
 For example� this situation arises when the evaluation of an admissible
solution is made on basis of human taste ��	
 It is clear that the presence of a
graphical interface is inevitably here
 This applies as well in situations in which



formalized strategies with additional human judgments build a hybrid and syner�
gistic optimization method
 Applications of this type are of course not restricted
to evolutionary methods ��� �	

Further situations that make IEAs applicable are imaginable
 The general

theme that will be explored here� however� is less related to questions regarding
additional �elds of application � rather� the central questions will be of theo�
retical nature� Can IEAs be modeled in a probabilistic framework� If so� which
theoretical properties could be investigated� And even more fundamental� Is
there any utility of such models at all�
Note that EAs without interactions can be modeled and analyzed in a Markov

chain framework ��� �� ��� ��� ��	
 Typical theoretical investigations are devoted
to the �nite time and the limit behavior of these evolutionary methods
 The
utility of this theory is obvious

The situation changes in case of IEAs
 As will be demonstrated in section

�� the Markov chain framework is too restricted to model IEAs
 Thus� a more
general theoretical framework is required to represent the interactions between
machine and environment appropriately
 Such a framework is o�ered by a speci�c
class of stochastic automata whose theory is well�developed in several directions

But the question of whether or not IEAs can bene�t from the existing theory will
deserve careful scrutiny and it is addressed in section 
 Finally� some conclusions
are drawn in section �


� Stochastic Automata and Interactive Evolution

Stochastic automata were independently de�ned by several authors in the early
����s
 Since then the theory developed steadily in many directions
 Here� only
the very basic terminology and theory will be necessary ��� ��	

The tuple � S�X� Y�Pf s�� y j s� xg � represents a stochastic automaton where

S denotes the set of states�X the set of input symbols� Y the set of output symbols

and P � S � X � S � Y � � �� �	 the transition probabilities that the stochastic
automaton transitions from state s � S to state s� � S and outputs symbol
y � Y � provided that x � X was the input symbol
 To keep the presentation
simple it will be assumed that the sets S�X and Y are �nite
 Then it is clear
that X

�s��y��S�Y

Pf s�� y j s� xg � � for all �s� x� � S �X

and that the conditional probabilities Pf s�� y j s� xg can be gathered in a collec�
tion of stochastic matrices A�y jx� with ass��y jx� � Pf s�� y j s� xg
 Some special
cases of stochastic automata are presented below�

�
 Markov chains�
A stochastic automaton � S� �� ��Pf s� j sg � with empty input and output
sets is a Markov chain


�
 Stochastic Mealy automaton�
A stochastic automaton whose transition probabilities for a consecutive state



s� and a output symbol y are mutually independent for each input sym�
bol x and each state s is a stochastic Mealy automaton
 Thus� the relation
Pf s�� y j s� xg � Pf s� j s� xg �Pf y j s� xg with

Pf s� j s� xg �
X
y�Y

Pf s�� y j s� xg and Pf y j s� xg �
X
s��S

Pf s�� y j s� xg

is valid for all �s�� y� s� x� � S � Y � S �X


 Stochastic automaton with deterministic output�
A stochastic automaton with Pf y j s� xg � f�� �g is a stochastic automaton

with deterministic output
 Thus� there exists a �deterministic� function g �
S �X � Y with

Pf y j s� xg �

�
� � if y � g�s� x�
� � otherwise

�

Evidently� every stochastic automaton with deterministic output is also a
stochastic Mealy automaton


Next� an abstract model of interactive evolutionary algorithms will be given in
terms of the stochastic automata framework
 It is obvious that the interactions
between evolutionary algorithm and user can be represented by the input and
output symbols
 Since the input and output sets are empty for Markov chains
it becomes clear that Markov chains cannot be used to model IEAs


��� The abstract model

Evidently� it is su�cient to identify the state space� the input set� the output set
and the transition matrices of an interactive evolutionary algorithm to specify
an abstract stochastic automata model


� The state space S�
Suppose there is a population �i�� � � � � iN � of N individuals in � S where S is
some �nite space
 Then the set SN of all possible populations is of cardinality
jSjN � �
 Therefore� the state space of the stochastic automaton is just
S � SN and individual in may be referred to via s�n� � in for n � �� � � � � N 


� The output set Y �
At some generation t � � the current population s � S is presented to the
user in some manner
 For example� each individual might be visualized by
means of a graphical user interface
 In any case the output is a deterministic
function of the current state and may be omitted in the model
 Thus� Y � �
and the transition matrix will not be parametrized by output symbols


� The input set X�
After the current population has been presented to the user he selects some
individuals that will serve as parents for the next generation
 Since the num�
ber of all possible selections is �nite� any of these actions can be symbolized
by an element of X
 For example� the user might select as follows� Choose



individual i� three times� individual i� twice� individual i� not at all� indi�
vidual i� six times� and so forth until N selections have been made
 Thus�
there are N ��N � �����N ��� di�erent selection operations


� The transition matrices A�x��
Let s be the current population
 For every selection operation x � X of the
user the parent population s�� is a deterministic function of the current pop�
ulation s and input x
 Therefore� the entries of the matrices U �x� describing
the state transitions caused by the user are of the type uss���x� � f�� �g

Next� the parent population s�� might be modi�ed by crossover and mu�
tation resulting in a population s�
 These probabilistic operations can be
modeled by a transition matrix M as known from Markov models of EAs

Consequently� the transition matrices A�x� of the stochastic automaton are
determined by A�x� � U �x� �M 


Summing up� Interactive evolutionary algorithms can be described as stochastic
automata of the type IEA � � SN � X� �� U �x� �M �
 Since the output set Y is
empty IEAs are stochastic Mealy automata

The probabilistic behavior of the IEA for a given input sequence can be

calculated as follows� Let W � X � X � X � � � � be the set of words over
alphabet X
 The length of w � W � denoted as jwj� is the number of symbols
from X in w
 The length of the empty word � is j�j � �
 Let A��� � I be the unit
matrix and vw �W be the concatenation of the words v �W and w � W 
 Then
the transition probabilities under input vw can be calculated via A�vw� � A�v� �
A�w�
 This equation may be seen as an equivalent to the Chapman�Kolmogorov
equation of discrete Markov chains
 Similarly� the probability distribution of the
state of the automata is given by p�xvw� � p�x� �A�v� �A�w� where p��� is the
initial distribution


��� An explicit model

Suppose that the space of individuals is S � IB� with IB � f�� �g and that the
individuals are modi�ed by parametrized uniform crossover and mutation
 The
input of the crossover operator is a pair �i� j� � IB� � IB� of individuals while
the output is an preliminary individual h� � IB� which is composed from the
input pair by choosing each entry h�k with probability � � ��� �� from individual
i and with probability ��� from individual j
 Then individual h� is mutated to
o�spring h by inverting each entry independently with probability 	 � ��� ��

The �rst step to determine the transition matrix M is the derivation of

the probability to generate the zero string from parents �i� j� by crossover and
mutation
 To this end note that crossover as well as mutation operate on each
vector entry independently
 Therefore� the probabilities to obtain an entry � at
position k from �ik� jk� are given by

Pfhk � � j �ik� jk� � ��� ��g � �� 	 �

Pfhk � � j �ik� jk� � ��� ��g � � ��� 	�  ��� ��	 �

Pfhk � � j �ik� jk� � ��� ��g � �	 ��� �� ��� 	� and



Pfhk � � j �ik� jk� � ��� ��g � 	

for each k � �� � � � � 

 Let 	 be the exclusive�or and 
 be the logical and�

operation on bit strings while jij denotes the number of �s in some bit string
i � IB�
 Then


�� �
�X

k��

!ik !jk � j!i
 !jj�


�� �
�X

k��

!ik jk � j!i
 jj�


�� �
�X

k��

ik !jk � ji
 !jj and


�� �
�X

k��

ik jk � ji
 jj

denote the frequency of the positions �ik� jk� at which the parents have the values
��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� and ��� ��� respectively
 The probability mij��� to generate
the zero string from the input pair �i� j� is thusly

mij��� � ��� 	���� �� ��� 	�  ��� ��		��� ��	 ��� �� ��� 	�	��� 	���

which reduces to

mij��� � �
�ji�jj 	ji�jj ��� 	���ji�jj�ji�jj

for standard uniform crossover with � � ���
 The probability to generate an
arbitrary o�spring h � IB� from the pair of parents �i� j� can be obtained by
using the relation ���� p
 	

mij�h� � mi�h�j�h����

Suppose that the pair �i� j� is drawn at random from population s by choosing
two indices from f�� � � � � Ng independently with uniform probability
 Let

ri�s� �
�

N

NX
n��

�fig�s�n��

denote the relative frequency of individual or pattern i � IB� in population or
state s � �s���� s���� � � � � s�N �� � �IB��N 
 Then the probability that population
s is modi�ed by crossover and mutation to population s� is given by

mss� �
NY
n��

X
i�IB�

X
j�IB�

ri�s� rj�s�mij�s
��n�� �

It remains to model the interaction with the user
 Let the input symbol be of
the type x � �x�� x�� � � � � xN � where xn denotes the number of times the user



has selected individual s�n� from population s
 It is clear that the sum over the
xn must be N 
 Then the entries of the matrices U �x� are as follows�

uss��x� � � if s� � s��� � � � s���� �z � s��� � � � s���� �z � � � � � � � s�N � � � � s�N �� �z �
x� times x� times � � � � � � xN times

and zero otherwise
 For example� with S � IB and a population size N � � the
input set is X � f��� ��� ��� ��� �����g leading to the three matrices

U ��� �� �� �� �� ��

�� � � � �
�� � � � �
�� � � � �
�� � � � �

U ��� �� �� �� �� ��

�� � � � �
�� � � � �
�� � � � �
�� � � � �

U ��� �� �� �� �� ��

�� � � � �
�� � � � �
�� � � � �
�� � � � �

where the input symbol is written in the upper left corner
 When continuing
this example with � � ��� matrixM becomes

M �� �� �� ��

�� ��� 	�� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	�

�� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� ��� ��� ��� ���
�� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� ��� 	��

yielding the transition matrices

A��� �� �� �� �� ��

�� ��� 	�� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	�

�� ��� 	�� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	�

�� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� ��� 	��

�� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� ��� 	��

A��� �� �� �� �� ��

�� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� ��� 	��

�� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� ��� 	��

�� ��� 	�� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	�

�� ��� 	�� 	 ��� 	� 	 ��� 	� 	�

and A��� �� � U ��� ���M �M 
 Evidently� the interactive evolutionary algorithm
of this example is completely formalized by the description of the stochastic
automaton given above


� What might the formalization be good for�

Stochastic automata are a generalization of deterministic automata
 Therefore
it is not surprising that many theoretical questions regarding deterministic au�
tomata were also treated in the theory of stochastic automata
 Typical topics



are the equivalence of automata� the minimization of states� decompositions of
automata and stochastic languages
 Moreover� stochastic automata may be seen
as a generalization of Markov chains
 This leads to questions regarding the limit
behavior of stochastic automata


In the remainder two parts of stochastic automata theory associated with the
above mentioned questions will be investigated in order to rate their applicability
and usefulness with regard to interactive evolutionary algorithms
 It should be
kept in mind that this list is not complete and that some suggestions are of
speculative nature yet


��� Decompositions of stochastic automata

There exist techniques to decompose a stochastic automaton into a sequential
combination of automata ��� ��	
 Owing to this theory every IEA can be de�
composed into a controlled random source and a deterministic automaton
 In
particular� a controlled random source is a single state stochastic automaton
� s�X� Y�Pf y jxg � that returns an output symbol y � Y provided that x � X
was fed in
 It may be interpreted as follows� A realization of a random variable
� and the input symbol x � X is passed to function R that returns y � R�x� ��

This symbol y is the input symbol of the deterministic automaton that calculates
the new state


At a �rst glance this result seems to be remarkable� but a closer look re�
veals that IEAs can be implemented in this manner easily
 Consider the explicit
model given in the previous section� In each generation two binomial random
variables are drawn for mutation and additional two for crossover
 Thus� there
are �� di�erent potential realizations
 Since the user may choose among three
di�erent selection operations� the size of the support of random variable � need
not be larger than ��� � ��
 These �� potential realizations of � are the input
to the deterministic automaton
 It is clear that the new state�population can
be calculated deterministically now
 But when using the decomposition method
described in ���� pp
 ���	 and choosing ��� 	� � ����� ����� it turns out that
the size of the support of � need not exceed ��
 Consequently� this IEA can be
equivalently realized with less randomness in the operations than it was pre�
sented originally and one may speculate that this theory may give information
about the extent of potential de�randomizations of the strategies


��� Convergence of stochastic automata

Similar to the Markov theory of EAs one might inquire for the limit behav�
ior of IEAs represented by stochastic Mealy automata
 It is clear that the
limit behavior must depend on the input sequences � besides the structure
of the transition matrices
 For example� let f � S � IR be some function with
maxfjf�s�j � s � Sg � � and let �Zt � t � IN� be the random sequence of
states attained by the stochastic automaton
 Then there exist conditions ���	



that ensure convergence in expectation� i
e
�

E� f�Zt� jZ� � s� w�w� � � � wt 	 �
X
s��S

f�s�� ass��w�w� � � � wt� � E� f�Z�� 	

as t�� for a sequence of input words �wt � t � IN� and where A�w� � �ass��w��

But it is likely that convergence issues will not play a major role with regard
to IEAs since it is reasonable to assume that the user�s interventions in the
behavior of the optimization algorithm are intended to increase the �exibility of
the entire man�machine system and that these interventions are not predictable
with regard to the current state or time step
 If they were predictable then the
inputs x � X would be a function of the state�time and the stochastic automaton
would reduce to an ordinary Markov chain


� Conclusions

It was shown that interactive evolutionary algorithms can be modeled as stochas�
tic Mealy automata without output
 At the current state of investigation� how�
ever� it is inconceivable yet to which extent a potential theory of IEAs can pro�t
from stochastic automata theory� although some clues were given
 Apparently�
this work does not exhibit immediate utility with regard to practical applica�
tions � but this ought not to be surprising for the �rst steps towards a theory
of IEAs
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